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Developing new plasma diagnostics methods, their accuracy and reliability are vital for 

various kind of plasma applications. This talk generalizes our recent results, obtained in 

different directions of plasma diagnostics. 

First direction is probe diagnostics. The discussion starts from the method of flat single-

sided probe. This method based on expansion of the electron velocity distribution function 

(EVDF) in series of Legendre polynomials. It will be demonstrated, that flat probe, oriented 

under different angles with respect to the discharge axis, allows to determine full EVDF even 

in nonequilibrium anisotropic plasmas with arbitrary degree of anisotropy. 

Despite all advantages of flat probe, the simple cylindrical probe is still most often used 

experimental tool. It is shown, that cylindrical probe is unable to determine the anisotropy in 

plasma. We propose the solution of this problem by combined using the kinetic Boltzmann 

equation and experimental probe data. 

Both methods has been experimentally tested in two dramatically different types of helium 

discharge: positive column of glow discharge and in nonlocal plasma of beam discharge. The 

proposed methods provide a number of new possibilities, such as investigations of: integrals 

and transport cross-sections of electron-atom collisions, convective velocity of electrons, the 

relaxation of intensive beams in momentum and energy, e.t.c. 

Second direction-magnetic diagnostics. This method is implemented in knudsen diode 

with surface ionisation of atoms (KDSI) and based on measurements of the magnetic 

characteristics of the KDSI in presence of transverse magnetic field. Using magnetic 

diagnostics we can investigate the wide range of plasma processes: from scattering cross-

sections of electrons to plasma-surface interactions. 

Finally, the noncontact diagnostics method, designed for direct measurements of EVDF 

in remote (even astrophysical) plasma objects by combination of the flat single-sided probe 

technique and magnetic polarization Hanley method.  

The reliability of all methods has been tested scrupulously, by comparing experimental 

data with results of numerical simulation, modern theories and independent measurements. 
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